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S3
interacting with bosons [a,aj= - appears In qua
ntum
optics and solid state physics
‘. The are the
frequencies of the free bosons, Is the lev
el spacing, and
the s are (complex) coupling constants. Replacin
g E, and
all by their negative values, one obtain
s a Hamiltonjan
which is unitarily equivalent. We assume hencef
orth that O.
In semiclassical radiation theory, H is der
ived from
principles” as follows. One starts with the Ha
miltonian
system of K particles of masses m and ch
arges z.
K) coupled to the electromagnetic field described
CouJomb..gauge and quantized transversally in th
e usual
say in a cube of side-length £ . One then selects two
H j’ r’voiil references to the I it oral ure up 1.0 1 98(1 are given
in [‘Fri for tires is ( I] . whr’rp a thorough aria I ys is iii t.h is
lain i I I err ran is given
II £ S3 +
n ana
n S2 {2ta +
describing a two level system specified by
:
(1.1)
Abstract: For a two level system coupled linearl
y to bosons,
we reduce the existence of the thermodynamic limit of the
thermodynamic functions to that of the correspondin
g limit for
the free bosons. The case where the interaction is with th
e
radIatlon-fjeld is treated as a particularly relevant example.
“first
for a
(j=l .2.
in the
manner,
orthogonal eigenvectors “t’1”2 of the free particle Ham
iltonian
having opposite parity, and projects the full Hamiltonian with
these vectors. Upon neglecting terms which are quadra
tic in
the field annihilation and creation operators, one obtain
s H
up to a constant. The sums in (1.1) are then over n-(n,n,n)
with each nk running in l\{O), and over the polarization-in
dex
o(E(l,2). The frequencies are
6.)
= cik , withii
k - (2’lV/.)fl
and the coupling constants are n
is the polarization
vector orthogonal to n)
a gund state degeneracy for (1.1) in the bulk limit
Here we propose to begin the study of the thermodynamic
limit of the model, by proving existence of the limit of the
mean thermodynamic functions. In section 2, we introduce
notation, and collect results of a very general nature which
will be of use in a forthcoming study of the limit of the
Gibbs states ([2]). In section 3, we prove that, under certain
necessary and sufficent conditions on the coupling constants
and frequencies, the thermodynamic-limit of the thermodynamic
functions computed from H exists whenever the COf responding
limit for the free bosons exist, and that the limits are equal
up to certain E-independent constants.
and notation.
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Pfelfer [1] shows that
lim 1n,oJ n
-l (1.2)
.-,oo ii,c< - -
but,
urn Z r>’n,j2 2 -
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The convergence, t’esp. divergence of the above limits is
essential for Pfeifer S arguments supporting the appearance of
2. Some generalities
We adopt the standard Fock—space formalism
Consider a Hilbert space H with scalar product
let F be the symmetric Fock space built upon H.
for the annihilation operator smeared with f,
operators are given by
W(f)_exp(a*(f)a(f)) , fEH; W(f)W(g)-e ilmKt.
)(fg)
We write df’(.) and P(.) for the secondquantjzatjon maps, and
for’ the normalized Fock vacuum vector.
In lb is sett. I ng, the operator (1 1) corresponds, upon
performing a unitary transformation on the two level system
which sends S3 and Into S. and 53 respectively, to
H- E SI ® 1 - 1 d F( hI S3 (a () a () ) , on F. (2 1
where we have also introduced tensor product notation which
will he used throughout, and the one-particle Hamiltonian h is
a ppsitive, injective. selfadjoint operator acting on II. It is
possible to make sense of
+ (2.2)
and thus of H, as a selfadjoint operator when 1h l/2(2 <
holds true without assuming that €H If one assumes that
& D(h 2) U, then the inequality lh
1/2
><h12X I
where
Rell ich Theorem. If, more restrictively D(h
I) , then an
application of the “quadratures formula” ([4j) shows that
W(h )dr(h)w(±h ‘)=dP(h)!(a*()4a(X)) +Al (2.4)
All this leads to the following characterization of (2.1) as a
selfadjoint operator; we omit the details of the proof.
Lemma: If \ & D(h 12) then H given by (2.2) Is selfadjoint on
D(l dr(h)), bounded below by -(AEL and commutes with the
selfadjoint unitary S1P( 1). If moreover \&D(h
1),
then
H - LS1® I U(l dP(h))V -Al
where the unitary operator IJ is given by
Ii
-
P®W(h 1) + P ®W( h12)
(2.5)
(2.6)
A
-
h
I 22 (this is (1.2)) (2.3) where P4 are the spe
ctral projectIons of S3
± 1.
entails (‘\><‘\( A h, and thus a*(3)a(X) , i\ dP(h) . One then
proves that S3 ® (a*())aV\ (I is (1 dr(ti))-bounded with
relative bound zero, so (2.2) is selfadjoint by the Kato
1 h nvo I yes qundrat i c form t echo Ill’s and I he Kl,Y
fheorr’Tn . are I , lemma 1
1)1 ) dt’ an I r’ a it nsa i n o f
The operator Inequality -1 1 entails (recall E 0)
H°
- E 1 , H
,.
H° + E 1 2.7)
If & D( h1) , the operator H° has the vectors z,, W(’h\)
with P4 z4=z÷ as orthogonal ground-states with energy -A . If
Per a] I that 0(1; 1) is a core for h 1 2
6also h cl, with c>0, then regular
that the degeneracy Is lifted for £
one has two elgenvalues of opposite
the bottom of the spectrum
6) For a
H when h acts on a finite-dimensional
perturbation theory shows
>0 sufficently small, and
‘parity” (S1 ® r( 1)) at
wealth of information on
Hubert space, see [lj.
3. The thermodynamic limit of the mean thermodynamic functions
Let V be a subset of
volume) jvj To the positive,
hv acting on L2(V), and
selfadjoint operators (Lemma
of finite Lebesgue measure (i.e.
injective, selfadjoint operator
v D(hv’”2), associate the
acting on C2®F. where F is the Fork space
If the condition
built upon L2(V)
I jV))
exP{—/(h)) is a trace-class operator for
some (hence all) 0 </5 <
holds true, then exP(_,/dP(h_/l)) is trace-class for every /i€
(0,), and every /4.(OJ. By the injectivity assumption,
N (I I’ it’ I .1 1 ‘. 1 ‘nit’ ii t s ,t iii I I ii Ii) S 1 I’ S ) ii 1’ .1 V.1 1 .1
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l)enote the corresponding functions based on the free boson
ilamiltonian dC(hv) by the same symbols with a superscript
and of course no argument .
Due to (3.2), we have )Zv(/.,,.) , and the
inequality (2.7) implIes
- lvi ‘[ 1 og( 2) , ( ,)
V’/) (3
4)
vi ‘[ 1log(2) fiAvi ,
is bounded; also, (hv-l) 1< h1. Let Nv_dP(l) be the
number operator on F. Formula (2.5) applied to the h /“l,
gives
)-U (l®dP(h -,l))U A 1, (3.2)V V V,j’
where
= P W([hv-/5l1 1Xv) P W(_hv/ll v)
-
v’1
1/2 2 ,
E ( O]. (33)
Notice that A is a convex and increasing function of/& It
V
,,,,.
follows that exp(—5(H° t’ ® Ni,))) and exp{ ,/l(Hv ,( 1 ® Nv))) are
also trace-class for every /5 (0, ), and &( ,Oj. Consider
the partition function and the mean free energy based on H:
Zv(Il.t; E)-Tr(exp( /l)hI t I®
H= l®dP(hv)
Hv_ H -S1® 1
(3.1)
if V has a limit as (vi oo 7), then the thermodynamic
limit of the mean free energy is reduced to that of the mean
free energy of the free hosons, and is independent of . This
proves the following
Theorem. Assume ((he . ):-l,2,...) !...P._sQQuence consisting
offinjtevee V of with Jim and
pos1ti
v
10 h acting on r.2v ).
cP_2ionIissatlsfiPdf
orevery £ - I , 2 3
Pposefpthe
.d iy I
INn A ‘{v(
=
urn - f°(.)
Q -
0 < / <c dsorne o. en
Jim f = f°(,) CA()
(3.5)
(3.6)
(3.7)
Notice that by (3.4), exIstence of any two of the three limits
(3.5)(3.6)&(37) will insure existence of the third one.
Furthermore, the above result generalizes upon replacing the
two-level system by an arbitrary system as follows, S1 is
replaceable by any bounded selfadjoint operator A ((2.7) still
holds with E replaced by L((A)) ), and 53 is replaceable by a
bounded selfadjojnt operator B with purely discrete spectrum
(formula (2.4) applied to each elgenspace of B shows that 110
is the direct sum of operators which are unitarily equivalent
to dU(h,,J) up to certain constants depending on and the
eigenvalue of B in question); condition (3.5) is then replaced
by the existence of the limit of
where the sum Is over the eigenvalues (b) of B.
Under differentiability conditions on f°(,4,/4.). an
application of Griffiths’ Lemma ([5J, [6]) will prove existence
of the thermodynamic limit of the mean Internal energy
u(f0;E) and the mean entropy s(/L0;E) or the mean boson-
number expectation nv(/S,0;f) at/a.=o. If the Theorem applies In
a small neighbourhood of ,/ , at /.L =0, and f°(.,0) is
differentiable at /i , then:
0
urn u (4,O;t) u (,‘i,O)- CA(0)
Jim s(&0;E) = s°(i,o)
-i,,,,
The derivative at =o of fl Is readily computed by using,
—1 —l ii 2
e.g. the Neumann series for (h-t1) , It equals Ilh
Thus, if the Theorem applies for some / , and small
neighbour00 of,A=0, If f°(,il,.) Is differentiable at,A&=0, and
if Jim v( IIh,’ 2 j 2=c exists, then
lim n(4,0;n) = n°(/s,0) +
H e ace I E vi w it h (El Vi) k . con 1 ci a 1 so icr’ hand I ocT
10
We return to the specific model Consjdej.ed in the
introduction The two polarizati
ons do not interact, for each
one of these the onepartjcle hamiltonian is
where is the Dirichlet_Lapalc
ian on V1 =H /2, 1/2)
Disregarding the Possibility of different ‘chemic
al
potentials” for the polarizations we obtain
urn fU3.,•Ej = 2f°(,,1)
since due to (1.2), CA()o for all The factor 2 comes
from the two polarizations and fO(,t)1imfo() where
(Q3)1log[Tr(eX( dfl(hJ)))J
=
3 log(l
\(0) —
By standard argumen5 for Riemaxiii approximation of integrals
(3/22)_l S r2log(l exp dr
c n
fl) I
Differentiating with respect to (resp.) at_o
U°(o) = 3 f°(,o)
.
s°(O) 4k
n0(0) (3/2) 5 r2e (l.CPcr)1 dr
-
(3/2) c3
It follows that,
Jim u (.oE) = 2u°(,0) , Jim s(,o; ) = 2s°(O)
It remains to discuss the limit of
l II hj4 2. Pfeifer
([1)) shows that Jim (Ijl2 exists We have lIhII=(min()flf
ZJ\(0H)l=(2c thus jh4(j2<g
2 Ij2 with K
independent of . We conclude that and thus
In the canonical formalism the interacting two level System
is thermodynamjcaij fully equival to the free radiation
field.
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